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Application for parole order  

 
[1] A prisoner may apply for a parole order under s.180 of the Corrective Services Act 2006 (Qld) 

(‘CSA’). After receiving a prisoner’s application for a parole order, Parole Board Queensland 
(‘the Board’) must decide to grant the application or to refuse to grant the application.1  

Application for parole order where victim’s body or remains have not been located 
 

[2] Pursuant to s.193A(1)–(2) of the CSA, the Board must refuse to grant an application for parole 
where the applicant is serving a period of imprisonment for a homicide offence2 and 

(a) the body or remains of the victim of the offence have not been located; or 
 
(b) because of an act or omission of the applicant or another person, part of the body or 

remains of the victim has not been located 

unless the Board is satisfied that the applicant has cooperated satisfactorily in the investigation 
of the offence to identify the victim’s location.3 

 
[3] It is accepted by the Board that it is not a prerequisite to a finding of satisfactory cooperation 

that the body or remains of the victim be found.4 
 

Amendment to CSA 
 
[4] Section 193A was inserted into the CSA by s4 of the Corrective Services (No Body, No Parole) 

Amendment Act 2017 (Qld) (‘the Amendment Act’) which was assented to and commenced 
on 25 August 2017. 

[5] This amendment implemented Recommendation 87 of the Queensland Parole System Review 
Report (‘the Report’) which recommended the establishment of a No Body, No Parole policy 
in Queensland. 

[6] The Report acknowledged that: 
 

  “withholding the location of a body extends the suffering of victim’s families and all 
efforts should be made to attempt to minimise this sorrow.” 

[7] The Amendment Act is designed to help victims’ families and aims to encourage and 
incentivise prisoners to whom s.193A applies to assist in finding and recovering the remains of 
a victim by making parole release contingent on his/her satisfactory cooperation in the 
investigation of the homicide offence to identify the victim’s location.5  

[8] As stated in the Report: 
 

“…such a measure is consistent with the retributive element of punishment. A 
punishment is lacking in retribution, and the community would be right to feel 
indignation, if a convicted killer could expect to be released without telling what he 
did with the body of the victim.” 
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Application of s.193A of the CSA 
 

[9] Section 193A(7) of the CSA provides that, in deciding, whether the parole board is satisfied 
about the prisoner’s cooperation as mentioned in subsection (2), the board – 
 

(a) Must have regard to -- 
 

(i) The report given by the commissioner under subsection (6); and 
(ii) any information the Board has about the Applicant’s capacity to give the 

cooperation; and 
(iii) any relevant remarks made by the sentencing court that sentenced the prisoner to 

the term of imprisonment the prisoner is serving for the offence; and 
(iv) if the prisoner requests the board to consider a transcript of a proceeding against 

the prisoner for the offence – the transcript; and  
 

(b) may have regard to any other information the Board considers relevant. 

[10] When determining whether the Applicant has ‘cooperated satisfactorily’ in the investigation, 
the Board is to give the phrase ‘cooperated satisfactorily’, as part of a statutory provision, the 
meaning that the legislature is taken to have intended it to have. 

Ordinarily, that meaning (the legal meaning) will correspond with the grammatical 
meaning of the provision. But not always. The context of the words, the consequences 
of a literal or grammatical construction, the purpose of the statute or the canons of 
construction may require the words of a legislative provision to be read in a way that 
does not correspond with the literal or grammatical meaning.6  

[11] The Board formed the view that, in these circumstances, the legal meaning (in accordance 
with the legislative intention referred to in [6]) of ‘cooperated satisfactorily’ corresponds with 
the grammatical meaning of that phrase. 

[12] The Board determined that the grammatical meaning of ‘cooperated satisfactorily’ may be 
derived with reference to the Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, which provides the following 
definitions: 

‘satisfactory’ - ‘sufficient, adequate; convincing’.7  

‘cooperate’ - ‘act jointly with another (in a task, to an end)’.8  

 
‘Standard of Proof’9 

[13] The process of the Board’s decision making under s.193A of the CSA is not adversarial. No 
onus is cast on the Applicant or the Board in making the determination.10  
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[14] Accordingly, the Board is not bound to apply the rule in Briginshaw v Briginshaw11, or the 
principles derived from that decision, in the same way as a court would be, in coming to 
its decision.  

[15] Section 230 of the CSA provides that the Board may conduct its business, including its 
meetings, in the way it considers appropriate (subject to Chapter 5, Part 2, Division 4 of 
the CSA).12 

[16] The Board is to consider for itself whether it is satisfied the Applicant has cooperated 
satisfactorily, and the findings of fact will be those that the Board considers necessary for 
it to make its decision in this regard. In doing so, the Board is to act fairly (including as to 
processes) and with common sense, and to inform itself by reference to relevant and 
probative information so as to draw conclusions on matters in issue to its comfortable 
satisfaction. The Board is to be cognisant of the seriousness of the findings to be made, 
including with regard to the gravity of the consequences of its decision under s.193A of 
the CSA, and may, depending upon the issue, express greater caution in evaluating the 
factual foundation for the conclusion to be reached on that point.13 

The present application 

[17] On 19 August 2019 the Applicant filed his application for parole (‘the application’).  

[18] The application was received by the Board on 19 August 2019.   

[19] The application was listed for an initial hearing on 3 July 2020.   

[20] Prior to the initial hearing the Board was advised that the Applicant was represented by 
Legal Aid Queensland, who were provided with a copy of all material considered by the 
Board. 

[21] Due to Covid-19 all hearings proceeded via video link.  However, arrangements were put in 
place by the Board to allow for the Applicant to be able to speak with his legal 
representatives, as required, during the hearings. 

The initial hearing on 3 July 2020 

[22] On 3 July 2020 Senior Counsel representing the Applicant provided detailed written 
submissions for the consideration of the Board.  It was conceded by the Applicant, through 
his counsel, that s.193A of the CSA applies to the application. 

[23] During the initial hearing it was made clear by Senior Counsel on behalf of the Applicant 
that when first interviewed by police concerning s.193A of the CSA, the Applicant had 
stated he was willing to attend with police to the area in and around the Brisbane Botanical 
Gardens.  Senior Counsel for the Applicant confirmed the Applicant was still willing to assist 
by participating in a ‘walk-around’.14 

[24] The purpose of the ‘walk-around’ as outlined by Senior Counsel for the Applicant was to 
provide the Applicant with the opportunity of attempting to refresh his memory of a scene 
he had last visited approximately 30 years ago, and to explain his movements in and around 
that area.15 

[25] The Board acquiesced to the request for a ‘walk-around’ and deferred the hearing to allow 
the ‘walk-around’ to occur, with the hearing to resume on a date to be fixed.   

[26] Prior to the deferment of the Application, Senior Counsel for the Applicant confirmed that 
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he held instructions to consent to the extension of the time limits provided by s.193(3) of the 
CSA.16    

[27] During the initial hearing on 3 July 2020, the Applicant did not give evidence, however oral 
submissions were advanced on his behalf by Senior Counsel.  A transcript of those 
submissions was prepared and provided to the Board, Counsel assisting the Board and the 
legal representatives of the Applicant. 

The ‘walk-around’ on 3 November 2020 

[28] On 3 November 2020 the Applicant took part in a ‘walk-around’ of the area in and around 
the Brisbane City Botanical Gardens, including the jetty/pier situated at the end of Edward 
Street.  

[29] In the Queensland Police Service Cooperation Report dated 4 November 2020 (‘the 
Report’), Detective Senior Sergeant C. Knight provides the following precis of the ‘walk-
around’ and related interview with the Applicant.17 

On 3 November 2020 DeJackson (sic) was the subject of a prisoner removal, 
conducted in accordance with s.70 of the Corrective Services Act 2006.  DeJackson 
consented to his removal from custody for the purpose of participating in a field 
interview with police. 

 Upon arrival at the Brisbane Botanical Gardens at the corner of Edward and Alice 
Street, Brisbane DeJackson participated in a field interview.  During that interview he 
walked from a carpark area towards the Brisbane River and onto a floating walkway. 

During the interview DeJackson provided the following details: 

I. He indicated the location where he parked his vehicle (in 1991) at the end 
of Edward Street. 

II. He described waiting in his vehicle until people in the area reduced; 

III. He then got out of his vehicle carrying two plastic shopping bags, which 
he claimed contained personal property of the deceased; 

IV. After putting those two bags into wheelie bins, he returned to his vehicle 
where he waited for about thirty minutes; 

V. He then took a further two plastic shopping bags out of his vehicle, one of 
which contained the deceased’s severed head; 

VI. He then directed police to a location on the floating walkway where he 
described throwing the deceased’s head into the Brisbane River. 

The location of this field interview is consistent with the location that DeJackson 
previously identified when interview (sic) by police on 29 November 2019 and 10 
January 2020. 

The specific location where DeJackson described throwing the deceased’s head 
into the Brisbane River, is the same location that was searched by the QPS Dive Unit 
on 21 January 2020.  That area of the Brisbane River was searched after he first 
identified the location during police interviews on 29 November 2019 and 10 January 
2020.  
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[30] In the report, under the heading, ‘Assessment of the interview dated 3 November 2020’, 
Detective Senior Sergeant Knight opines:18 

The details provided by DeJackson are consistent with the version of events he first 
provided to the investigation on 29 November 2019. 

The interview conducted on 3 November 2020 did not provide any new opportunity 
to recover the human remains of the deceased. 

The Hearing on 6 November 2020 

[31] On 6 November 2020, the hearing of the Application resumed before the Board.  The 
Applicant was represented by the same Senior Counsel who appeared at the initial hearing 
on 3 July 2020. 

[32] The hearing commenced with Counsel assisting the Board providing the Board with written 
submissions.19 A copy of those submissions had previously been provided to the legal 
representatives for the Applicant. 

[33] During the hearing the recording of the ‘walk-around’ and interview between the Applicant 
and police, which occurred on 3 November 2020 between 10:04am and 10:22am, was 
played.20 

[34] Once the recording of the ‘walk-around’ and interview was played, Senior Counsel for the 
Applicant advised the Board that the Applicant did not wish to give evidence. 

[35] It was then agreed between the Board, Senior Counsel for the Applicant and Counsel 
assisting the Board that the further hearing of the Application would be deferred to a date 
to be fixed, to allow sufficient time for further written submissions to be provided to the Board 
by Senior Counsel for the Applicant. 

[36] On 13 November 2020 the Board received the further written submissions prepared by Senior 
Counsel on behalf of the Applicant. 

[37] Before turning to the submissions, both oral and written, advanced by Counsel assisting the 
Board and Senior Counsel on behalf of the Applicant, it is necessary to consider the 
chronology of events which led to the  Applicant being convicted of the Homicide Offence; 
the Crown case against the Applicant at his trial; the disclosures made by the Applicant 
post-conviction to psychiatrists and psychologists up to the commencement of the 
Amendment Act; the disclosures made by the Applicant since the commencement of the 
Amendment Act; and the reports of the Commissioner of Police.  (Where deemed necessary 
emphasis has been added). 
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Chronology leading to the conviction of the Applicant for the Homicide Offence 

 
20/05/1991 Box of items (car mat, hammer, machete, rags) located by member of 

community at base of Mt Coot-tha, Cecil Road, Bardon.21   

20/05/1991  A women’s black shoulder bag containing the deceased’s possessions (diary, 
umbrella, visa cards, cheque book) is found in a wheelie bin at the end of 
Edward Street Ferry landing.22   

21/05/1991 Personal effects of the deceased found at Botanical Gardens, Brisbane City.23   

21/05/1991 Police spoke with the Applicant who formally reported the deceased as 
missing.24   

21/05/1991  

 

The Applicant participated in a record of interview with police and provided the 
following details about the deceased and the background to their relationship:  

The Applicant reported on the evening of 19 May and morning of 20 May 1991 
the deceased went to bed alone in the main bedroom and the Applicant 
subsequently went to bed in the spare room.25  

The Applicant reported the deceased received a telephone call between 1-
2am.26  

The Applicant reported making breakfast for the deceased the next morning.27  

The Applicant reported the deceased left at approx. 7:30am and got into a car 
which he described as a white Commodore.28 

The Applicant reported he went to the Australian Securities Commission to meet 
the deceased who didn’t turn up.29  

The Applicant returned home and telephoned the deceased’s work who 
advised him the deceased did not turn up.30  

21/05/1991 

 

The Applicant participates in a second record of interview with police later that 
evening and states the following: 

The Applicant re-affirmed what he stated in earlier interview on 21 May 1991.31 
 
The Applicant admitted to having an argument with the deceased on evening 
of 19/20 May 1991 for approximately 15 to 20 minutes.32  

The Applicant reported having placed a number of plastic bags and lengths of 
wood into a blue/grey Datsun on morning of 20 May 1991 at approximately 7:30 
to 8am.33  

The Applicant maintains the deceased then left for work.34  

The Applicant reported having driven a Datsun motor car to Rockbourne Street, 
near Bardon, and throwing the bags on the street due to bins at the deceased’s 
residence being full.35  
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22/05/1991  The Applicant is interviewed by journalists at 13 Drynan Street, Paddington during 
which he states the following: 

The Applicant reported the deceased left the house and got into a car, 
described as a Commodore.36  

The Applicant reported the deceased receiving a phone call at 2am.37  

The Applicant reported attending to meet the deceased for lunch, who didn’t 
show.38  

The Applicant further reported returning home and phoning the deceased’s 
work.39  

The Applicant reported that he had nothing to do with the deceased’s 
disappearance.40 1 

22/05/1991  Police intervened during the interview between the Applicant and journalists. 

Police subsequently drove to various locations with the Applicant to trace the 
route of travel he had explained (to show areas in Rockbourne Terrace where 
garbage bags had allegedly been disposed of).41    

22/05/1991 

 

Police returned with the Applicant to Police headquarters where the Applicant 
participated in a further record of interview.  

Police recount route of travel with the Applicant, putting a number of statements 
to him including that the Applicant took police to 44 Rockbourne Terrace and 
indicated that this was where he stopped his vehicle, before walking to the 
wheelie bin outside 45 Rockbourne Terrace and placing two white ‘Woolies 
bags’ next to the bin.  

The bags were allegedly open and contained wood shavings/pieces.  

The Applicant confirmed he left a third bag outside number 99 and that only 3 
bags were disposed of.42  

22/05/1991  

 

Police conduct a record of interview with the Applicant again, questioning him 
regarding the vehicle borrowed from Arthur Tripp. 

The Applicant denies knowledge of blood stains in the vehicle.43  

22/05/1991 Record of interview between police and the Applicant in the vehicle 
examination bay at police headquarters. 

The Applicant denied knowledge of how blood got into the boot of the vehicle.44  

The Applicant indicated he placed bags on tray/shelf in boot.45  

22/05/1991 

 

Police resumed record of interview with the Applicant after visiting vehicle 
examination bay:  

 
1 This is the first version the Applicant gives in relation to the murder of the deceased. 
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The Applicant reported arriving home on evening of 19/20 May 1991 from Arthur 
Tripp’s house to find the deceased with another man at her residence.46  

The Applicant reported having no knowledge of how blood stains came to be 
in the vehicle.47  

The Applicant reported that the deceased cut her hand in process of fixing door 
at residence.48   

The Applicant maintained that he had no knowledge of how blood stains came 
to be in the kitchen at the residence.49  

22/05/1991  

 

Police again conducted a record of interview with the Applicant. 

The Applicant denied knowledge of how blood came to be in the vehicle and 
the residence.50  

22/05/1991  Between 1600hrs and 1830hrs police coordinated SES personnel to conduct foot 
searches in Gregory Park, Frew Park, Milton Park, and Woolcock Park areas.51   

23/05/1991  Searches continued at a number of locations, including police divers searching 
a pond at the end of Gordon Street, Bardon.52  

23/05/1991  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further record of interview between police and the Applicant during which: 

The Applicant denied being in the vicinity of Mt Coot-tha on 19 or 20 May 1991.53  

Police show a number of items to the Applicant, including a wooden handled 
saw, wooden handled chisel, a white sandshoe/jogger, brown bath towel, motor 
vehicle mat, wooden handled machete; the Applicant denied 
knowledge/ownership of some items and admited to ownership/knowledge of 
others; the Applicant also denied knowledge of how blood came to be on the 
machete and hammer.54  

The Applicant denied having been at Cucio Street, Bardon.55  

The Applicant denied harming the deceased on morning of 20 May 1991.56  

The Applicant denied that he placed green bags into the back of the car.57  

23/05/1991  The Applicant is arrested and charged with the murder of the deceased.58   

24/05/1991  SES search volunteers locate the body of the deceased in the Ashgrove Quarry.59  

25/05/1991  Police continued to search the Ashgrove Quarry and other sites however the 
deceased’s head was not located.60   

5/08/1991  The Applicant is subject to a full hand up committal hearing and is committed to 
stand trial in the Supreme Court of Queensland.61   

4/11/1991 The Applicant’s trial commences before the Honourable A/Justice Skoien in the 
Supreme Court of Queensland held at Brisbane.   

The Applicant did not give evidence during his trial.62   
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13/11/1991 The Applicant was found guilty by the jury of the offence of murder and was 
sentenced by the Honourable A/Justice Skoien to imprisonment for life.63  

14/07/1992 The Applicant appeared before the Court of Appeal, self-represented, and 
applied for an extension of time within which to appeal against his conviction.64   

During his hearing the Applicant applied to add a ground of appeal, stating 
there was additional evidence that he didn’t call at trial because he was 
concerned for his safety.  That additional evidence was to show that the 
deceased was a drug courier based on something the Applicant said he saw in 
her handbag.65 

7/09/1992 The Court of Appeal refused the application for an extension of time within which 
to appeal.66   

 

The Crown case against the Applicant at his trial 

[38] In the Queen v Geoffrey Paul De Jackson67, in the judgment of the Court, the case against the 
Applicant was described as follows: 

  The Crown case was that the applicant lived with the deceased female and that he 
killed her with some sharp weapon at their home and then dumped her decapitated 
body in garbage bags at the Ashgrove quarry. The offence was committed on 20th May 
1991. It appears that prior to 19th May 1991 the relationship between the applicant and 
the deceased had deteriorated and on that day a loud verbal argument was heard 
coming from the applicant’s and deceased’s house around midnight. They were 
observed fighting in the hallway of the house. At about 6 a.m. a scream was heard by 
witnesses and no other sounds of fighting afterwards. Three days later the deceased’s 
dismembered body wrapped in green garbage bags was found at the Ashgrove quarry. 

  On the morning of 20th May 1991, a neighbour watched the applicant carrying white 
and green garbage bags to the boot of a silver hatch-back sedan owned by a friend 
who lent the vehicle to the applicant. On that day tools which screened positive for the 
presence of blood were found wrapped in a car mat identified by the car owner as 
coming from his car and dumped on the side of the road in Bardon. The applicant’s 
fingerprints were found in the car as well as significant amounts of blood in the boot and 
around the driver’s seat. The boot blood was either the deceased’s blood or one in 
every eighteen hundred (1800) of the community and was in such quantities that the 
person who bled could not possibly be alive. Significant amounts of blood were found 
in the house which were also connected with the blood of the deceased. A fragment 
of bone with blood consistent with that of the deceased on it was also found in the 
house. 

When interviewed by police on 21st May 1991, the applicant gave a detailed version of 
events which included admissions that no one else used that vehicle on the Sunday 
night or Monday morning but himself, that he used the vehicle to dump white plastic 
bags full of rubbish on the Monday morning, and that the relationship between himself 
and the deceased had completely broken down and she had requested his departure. 
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Disclosures made by the Applicant post-conviction to psychiatrists and psychologists up to the 
commencement of the Amendment Act. 

[39] The Applicant has, post-conviction, been the subject of a number of assessments performed 
by psychiatrists and psychologists.  During these assessments the Applicant is recorded, in the 
resultant reports, as making variable disclosures to the motive behind the murder of the 
deceased, the mechanism of how he committed the murder of the deceased, the disposal of 
weapons used to commit the murder of the deceased, the disposal of rags and other items 
used in an attempt to clean the scene of the crime, the disposal of the deceased’s personal 
effects, the disposal of the deceased’s body (excluding the deceased’s head), and the 
disposal of the deceased’s head.   

[40] The Applicant is also recorded as admitting to telling lies to avoid difficult situations as well as 
being assessed as an unreliable historian. 

  

 

Attended 
upon the 
Applicant 
Between 
13/05/1999 
and 
30/07/1999 

Psychological report prepared by Janet Piper-Jones dated 11 November 
1999 

Applicant’s version of the murder of the deceased 

Just prior to the offence his relationship with Cynthia had deteriorated. He 
felt critically judged by her and angry that she was seeing another man. They 
had begun to fight verbally, and he was sleeping in the spare bedroom. He 
described his thinking as confused, being torn between finding some way to 
leave her and staying, as she was ‘the type of woman you can’t leave.’ 

 

On the night of the offence, he came home about 10pm from working as a 
security guard at Ballymore. Loud music was coming from the house and on 
entering he found Cynthia with a small party: one couple and another man 
whom Cynthia had her arm draped across. Geoff stated he was ‘pissed off’ 
to discover the place was full of cigarette smoke as no one ever smoked 
inside. Furthermore, a number of empty wine bottles were strewn around. 
Geoff reported being very upset by the scene and commented to the group 
that he was going to bed in such a way as to imply they should go. 

 

He lay down but the party went on until about 1am. Cynthia then vacuumed 
and cleaned up. She then came to the spare room where Geoff was 
sleeping and ‘went off at me for being a party-pooper and not joining in.’ 
She informed him that the people were important work colleagues and she 
was very disappointed by his attitude. He then criticised her for being drunk 
and smoking in the house. Even in relaying to me the story Geoff appeared 
self-righteous in his attitude. On one hand he intellectually acknowledged it 
was her house but in the next sentence said, ‘this was not on – she knew not 
to smoke in the house.’ Her response was to tell him to get out. Geoff replied 
that he would be gone by the morning.  

 

As he could no longer sleep he got up. Cynthia went to bed but repeatedly 
got up and complained to Geoff about how noisy he was and requested he 
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come back to bed. It seems Geoff ignored her requests. He watched TV, 
phoned someone and made himself a hot drink. On about the tenth time 
Cynthia got up, she came at him with what looked like a bread and butter 
knife. Geoff is quite vague about what followed but can remember turning to 
look at her and noticing that her throat was cut. He claims he cannot 
remember cutting her throat or cutting off her head but acknowledges that 
he did both acts. The only thoughts he can remember are: ‘she’ll hurt me’ and 
‘I need to stop this person.’2 He cannot remember what weapon he used but 
concedes that the bread and butter knife could not inflict the damage that 
was done. From then on Geoff seemed unsure of exactly the time and the 
order of events. He does remember going to the local coffee shop, sitting at 
a bus stop and finally coming home to clean up the pools of blood. At first 
he told me that he put her body and head in a bag in the boot and drove 
around until he found a deserted place, which turned out to be the Ashgrove 
Quarry. He leaned the bag up against a rock and left. Later he told me that 
he may have put the head in a separate bag and disposed of it in a wheelie 
bin with a number of other bags.68  

 

Opinion as to truthfulness 

Often in questioning he would give one answer but if probed would then 
proceed to reveal a less flattering fact and so contradicts himself. He had 
particular difficulty giving consistent dates for events. At other times his 
inconsistences were so pervasive that he would give one story one session 
and then deny it or give a totally different story the next session. Attempting 
to identify all of Geoff’s inconsistencies became so tedious that I have little 
confidence in the total reliability of the facts Geoff gave me. 

… 

When confronted about his inconsistencies he cited having a poor memory 
for more historically remote details. In addition, he admitted to lying to 
previous interviewers when he felt frustrated or ‘messed around.’ He seemed 
unperturbed by being exposed yet reassured me that the version he told me 
was an accurate account of his past life. Although further investigations 
supported some memory problems, it is my opinion that Geoff uses the 
mechanism of denial habitually, which results in aspects of his stories 
changing from interview to interview.69  

 

Attended 
upon the 
Applicant on 
13 and 
20/11/2001 

Psychological report prepared by Adele Summers dated 20 November 2001 

Applicant’s version of the murder of the deceased 

Geoff explained that he returned home from work in a negative mood, as he 
had been informed that his partner, Cynthia, had been unfaithful. He recalled 
that he was trying to tell Cynthia that he was leaving her and somehow, he 
became angry and used a kitchen knife to stab her.3 Geoff claims not to 
remember other details of the crime, nor what he was thinking or feeling. He 
admitted that he dumped the victim’s body in Ashgrove and stated that he 

 
2 This is the second version the Applicant gives in relation to the murder of the deceased. 
3 This is the third version the Applicant gives in relation to the murder of the deceased. 
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must have cleaned the house as he continued to live there until he was 
arrested 1 day later.70   

 

Opinion as to truthfulness 

Given Geoff’s inconsistency in responses, it was deemed necessary to again 
obtain Geoff’s version of the crime. During the first interview, Geoff claimed 
that he couldn’t remember the specifics of the crime. He stated that the last 
thing he could remember was leaving work to return home. During the 
second interview, Geoff claimed to remember further details, however his 
account was not as detailed as the one contained in the previous 
psychological report (11.11.99). In addition, the details provided in this report 
differ significantly from those provided in the previous report (11.11.99).71  

 

 

 

Attended 
upon the 
Applicant on 
4/04/2005 

Psychological report prepared by Janine McEvoy dated 4 April 2005 

Applicant’s version of the murder of the deceased 

He stated that one week before the murder he woke up to find his victim 
performing oral sex on him. He was so disgusted he pushed her off, she then 
asked him to reciprocate but he wouldn’t. He stated he was ‘furious’ with her 
for doing this and felt violated. He stewed on this for over a week until the 
Sunday night when he decided to attempt to make things better between 
him and his victim by borrowing his boss’ car to take her to the movies. She 
turned down his offer and this is when he left and went to his boss’ house for 
dinner, but he did not stay as long as he wanted to get home to sort ‘it’ out. 
‘I remember we argued for a while, but she eventually stopped yelling at me 
and went to her room. I was still so furious with her that we began arguing 
again at her bedroom door.  She then came out of her room with no clothes 
on, heading towards the kitchen where the phone was, I think it was at this 
time I noticed she was scared of me and I assumed she was going to call the 
police. This is when I grabbed her and smashed her in the face with my fist; 
she was dazed and staggered to the middle of this kitchen, I then grabbed a 
hammer from the draw and whacked her in the face, I think at least five times 
and I keep telling her over and over ‘you will never do that to me again,’ I 
was talking about the oral sex.4 There was blood everywhere, so I went and 
got all the towels in the house to soak it up. This took a while and I remember 
I was still angry at her for what she had done to me. I then left her and went 
under the house to get the machete. I then came back up and cut off her 
head, and as I was doing this I was telling her ‘you will never do this to me or 
anyone ever again.’ This may be the thuds the neighbour said he heard. I 
remember picking up her head by the hair and putting it in a towel, wrapping 
it up and placing in one of the plastic grocery bags I was using for the other 
blood-soaked towels. I know everybody wants to know what I did with her 
head, but by the time I had cut it off I no longer had any use for it, I was no 
longer angry, I was satisfied and didn’t care where it went. I am pretty sure I 
put it in one of the grocery bags and it got thrown out with the other towels. 
You know when it is garbage day and your bin is full you sneak over to the 
neighbours and put your stuff in theirs? Well that is what I did with the stuff in 

 
4 This is the fourth version the Applicant gives in relation to the murder of the deceased. 
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the grocery bags I put them in different bins around the suburb. I wrapped 
her in two of those big green garbage bags, put her in the boot of the car 
and started driving until I found somewhere to dump her. I chose the 
Ashgrove quarry because it was not used, I rolled her body down a hill and 
left.72  

 

Opinion as to truthfulness 

His initial version was not consistent with the events of the night as described 
in his court transcript and his attack on the victim was not consistent with the 
coroner’s findings at autopsy. Eventually, once de Jackson realised the 
author had read his full court transcripts he stated ‘alright, it’s getting too 
hard to keep track of what I have been telling you.’ He then proceeded to 
talk directly and gave a detailed chronological account of his relationship 
with the victim and murder.73   

 

 

Attended 
upon the 
Applicant on 
4/08/2005 

Psychiatric report prepared by Dr Gary Larder dated 25 August 2005 

 Applicant’s version of the murder of the deceased 

His reaction to being awoken early one morning when Miss Verdich was 
attempting to perform oral sex on him, that is, he told me he was very angry 
and shocked, embarrassed, and indeed violated by the fact that she had 
her mouth around his penis and was masturbating it with her mouth.74  

… 

I believe that the oral sex incident generated a seething rage within him that 
finally triggered his punching Miss Verdich following a heated argument in 
the kitchen at her home. He had also been suspicious that the ‘woman of his 
dreams’ had been unfaithful to him.75  

… 

He then for the first time (as I am aware) struck a woman and punched her 
in the head/face causing her to be knocked unconscious and fall to the 
ground. He cannot explain his subsequent actions. It would appear that in 
this state of extraordinary rage he completely lost control of his actions and 
beheaded her.76  

… 

Mr De Jackson’s subsequent actions then to dismember the body and to 
place the various body parts in bags, I find very difficult to contemplate apart 
from the fact that he then moved into the ‘I must cover this up/dispose of this 
terrible thing that I’ve done’ state. This behaviour is in keeping with the 
notions of his not being able to leave a headless body in his house, and his 
sense of disgrace given his religion.77 

… 

I believe that he must have been in some state of dissociation and panic to 
have, toiled perhaps over hours, to dismember the body, pack it up, clean 
up the unit and then move the body parts in an attempt to hide them. They 
were found, I understand, within 10 kilometres of the home. I understand that 
the deceased’s head was never found. It was probably dropped in a 
wheelie bin by Mr de Jackson, as he told me, on his journey to the final 
dumping place of the body parts.78 
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Attended 
upon the 
Applicant on 
24/11/2010 

Psychiatric report prepared by Dr Prabal Kar dated 12 December 2010 

Applicant’s version of the murder of the deceased 

One day, about two weeks after the incident, he had an argument with her.  
He said he had lost control of his anger.  He had taken a large serrated knife, 
like a machete, which was kept under the house and “cut her” with it.  He 
said he had cut her head off.  He said, “I went too far.”  He said he had lost 
control of his anger at her behaviour, in performing sexual acts upon him.79   

 

Opinion as to truthfulness 

…I noted that he had denied that he had committed the offence, even after 
he was found guilty at trial.  He had reportedly admitted his guilt for the 
offence in 1998, several years after he was sentenced.  I read from the file 
that it was thought that he had made the admission when he had realized 
that without such a change of position, he would have difficulty in his 
sentence progression… 

 

…A very significant finding is the high degree of unreliability and 
inconsistencies of information that he has provided over time.  Though some 
of the information has appeared consistent, his version has changed over 
the years.  It is my opinion that Mr De Jackson is unreliable. 

In my opinion his unreliability poses a future risk to the community, as it will be 
difficult to determine whether or not he is telling the truth, or whether, after 
some more years down the track, he will come up with another version.  I 
would caution against accepting the information that he has provided, 
because of his proven unreliability, as is seen from his different versions, as 
given to different psychologists and a previous psychiatrist.80   

 

…In my opinion, it cannot be ruled out that the unusual motive he gave for 
killing the woman is simply untrue, or only one of many factors relevant to the 
murder.  His reasons for the murder should not be accepted at face value 
unless there was strong evidence to support it. 

He has presented religion related marital and sexual values as a reason for 
the offence.  However, his claimed religious values did not prevent him from 
killing a human being or telling lies to the police which he admits having 
done.  He had not shown basic humanity or morality in his offence, or normal 
remorse or victim empathy later, but he claims to hold higher religious and 
sexual values than the common man. 

He has not provided any explanation why he selectively chose to apply his 
religious values to the victims alleged sexual behaviour and commit murder 
that was also against his religious values.81 

 

…In my opinion, Mr De Jackson has provided to be highly unreliable.  He has 
significant features of personality pathology.  In my opinion he has extremely 
severe Narcissistic Personality Disorder and antisocial personality traits.  He 
does not have Antisocial Personality Disorder.82 
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…At this interview, he was unable to satisfactorily explain why he did not do 
many things, such as why he chose to be in a de facto relationship with a 
woman who was attracted to him physically.  It is clear that she wanted to 
have a sexual relationship with him whilst they were living together in a de 
facto relationship for about three to five months. 

He was unable to state why he simply did not end the relationship or walk 
away, why he did not have the woman charged with sexual assault when 
she committed a sexual act upon him without his consent, or why he did not 
tell the victim about his religious beliefs.  In my opinion, his explanation behind 
the offence is highly unreliable.  I believe that unless there was other 
evidence that strongly supported it, I would not accept it, simply based on 
his statements.83   

 

Attended 
upon the 
Applicant on 
21 and 
28/06/2012 

Psychological report prepared by Dr Gavan Palk dated 16 July 2012 

Applicant’s version of the murder of the deceased 

On the day of the murder Mr De Jackson advised that he had been working 
as a bouncer and he came home to find Ms. Verdich having a party with 
some men.  He says he was disappointed as he had borrowed his employer’s 
car to take the victim to a movie.  He says he left the house and went for 
some coffee and came back later.  He indicated that he had the impression 
that the victim had been unfaithful and they argued.  He says he recalls that 
the victim was holding a knife and was near the kitchen.  He says he pushed 
passed her and took the knife from her and punched her in the face and she 
fell to the floor unconscious.5  He indicated that the offence was not planned 
and that he just lost control.  The writer asked how and why he cut the victim’s 
head off and Mr de Jackson said he recalled seeing a large serrated knife 
under the house which was on stilts.  He said he went under the house and 
got the knife and cut the victim’s head off.  He indicated that he cut the 
victim’s head off because it was the head that performed oral sex on him.  
The writer enquired about the state of the victim as the prisoner was cutting 
her head off.  The prisoner stated that he did not know if she was dead when 
he began to cut her head off, but he said she did not move or make any 
noises.84   

 

…Although the prisoner has presented several variations of the facts related 
to the murder he acknowledges that following an argument with his partner, 
he punched her.  When she fell to the floor unconscious he acquired a large 
knife with a serrated edge and decapitated her, dumping her headless body 
in a quarry.  Other versions of the offence suggested he hit her with a 
hammer, smashed her face, used a machete and placed the victim’s head 
in a neighbour’s garbage bin.  He also scattered some of her belongings in 
the Botanic Gardens and a hammer and knife were found on the side of the 
road at Bardon.85   

 

 

Attended 
upon the 

Psychiatric report prepared by Dr Josephine Sundin dated 20 August 2012 

Opinion as to truthfulness  
At the beginning of the interview I explained the reason that I was reviewing 
Mr de Jackson, pointing out to him that I was there on behalf of the 

 
5 This is the fifth version the Applicant gives in relation to the murder of the deceased. 
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Applicant on 
8/08/2012 

 

Queensland Parole Board.  I also stated at the outset to the prisoner that I 
would be focusing my interview on trying to clarify some of the confusion that 
had arisen in previous reports causing quite disparate advice to be supplied 
to the Parole Board. 

 

Mr de Jackson’s initial reply was to say to me that he had a bad memory and 
further stated that he had not seen any of these psychiatrists or psychologists’ 
reports.  At that point I gave him feedback from the assessment undertaken 
by Dr Palk.  I explained to Mr de Jackson that Dr Palk had found no evidence 
of any memory or cognitive deficits which could be objectively proved to be 
causing him difficulty.  I further noted with Mr de Jackson that having 
achieved a Grade 12 pass and with no history that I had an expectation that 
he was of average intelligence and memory. 

 

To this feedback, Mr de Jackson then stated, “I’ve told a lot of lies”.86   

 

…Mr de Jackson then stated that as a result of his subjective problems with 
memory and general problem with truth telling that he will agree with what 
others say, even when he does not remember.  “I go with the notion 
everyone’s okay, I get in too deep without realizing the whole story.”  I asked 
him to give me an example of this and Mr de Jackson stated for example 
that in a situation of verballing “I’m having a go at someone when he had 
nothing to do with it; when I didn’t know the story to start with.  I think it’s a 
male thing.  You don’t back down.”  He went on to say “that’s my drama.  I 
just put down, what I think is right at the moment.  It may be a lie but I put it 
down just to get through.”  Mr de Jackson went on to tell me that with several 
of the interviewers that he has seen in the past that he has lied “because I 
didn’t want to be in the room with them.  I just made things up.” 

 

When I asked if Mr de Jackson was aware that such interviews were very 
important to his future and had an impact on Parole Board determinations, 
he stated, “to me at the time it wasn’t important.  I don’t want to be 
answering these questions.  Come back another day when I feel more like it.  
I didn’t want to be answering these questions.  Come back another day 
when I feel more like it.  I didn’t want to be in the room with them, I just made 
things up.  It’s my way out.87 
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Disclosures made by the Applicant since the commencement of the Amendment Act. 

Record of Interview between the police and the Applicant on 25 January 2018 

[41] On 25 January 2018, Detectives from the Homicide Investigation Unit attended upon the 
Applicant and handed to him a letter dated 25 January 2018, under the hand of Acting 
Detective Inspector Glenn V. Terry of the Homicide Investigation Unit. The letter advised the 
Applicant:  

In August 2017, the Corrective Services Act 2006 (“the Act”) was amended with regards to 
a prisoner’s application for parole, in cases whereby the prisoner is convicted of a 
‘homicide offence’ and the body or part of, has not been recovered.  You are a prisoner 
to whom the amendments apply.   

The letter encouraged the Applicant to contact the Homicide Investigation Unit to make an 
appointment with investigators.88 

[42] The conversations between the Detectives (‘W’ and ‘R’) and the Applicant (‘DJ’) on 25 
January 2018 were recorded.  Of relevance is the following: 

W.  …What they’re saying is if the body hasn’t been recovered, which (UI) what happened 
in this case, then the Parole Board looks to see whether you have or haven’t cooperated.  
so. 

DJ. Yeah.  I’ll just run it by you quickly.  What had happened was that I came out of the house, 
bags in my right and left hand. 

 W.  Yep. 

 DJ. Was in a panic. 

 W.  yep. 

 DJ. Threw some in the bin. 

 W.  Yep. 

 DJ.  And ah, I threw some in a different bin. 

 W.  Ok, alright, yeah. 

 DJ. And I told them where, which bins I thrown it in.89  

 … 

 R.  …So what you’ve said to me today is that you had two bags. 

 DJ. I explained to the Detectives what I did that morning.90 

[43] During the initial hearing on 3 July 2020, it was submitted by Senior Counsel on behalf of the 
Applicant that in the conversation with the Detectives on 25 January 2018, particularised in the 
previous paragraph, the Applicant did not make specific mention to the head being thrown 
into the bins.  That submission is accepted by the Board.91 
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The Applicant’s letter to Police dated 1 February 201892 

[44] In a letter to the Commissioner of Police dated 1 February 2018, the Applicant provides his own 
written recollection of his cooperation with investigating police.  In this correspondence the 
Applicant, for the first time, refers to remains/body parts of the deceased being in the Brisbane 
River. 

My recollection of my co-operation (sic) with investigating police includes the following 
historical issues: 

- Prior to my trial in the Supreme Court, resulting in my being convicted of Homicide 
(Murder) on the date I cannot recall. 

- I participated in a “re-enactment” with investigating police at (13 Drynan St, 
Paddington Brisbane) which time I provided information to investigating police as to 
my recollection of events relating to the demise of (Cynthia Fay Verdich), and 
importantly as to when and where the remains/body parts of the said Cynthia Fay 
Verdich left my control. 

- Whilst the Supreme Court trial was many years ago I do not recall the precise terms 
of the evidence lead (sic) from investigating police, as a result of the “re-enactment” 
I presume that investigating police had the ability to lead evidence at the trial of the 
“re-enactment” and the information provided by me to the investigating police at 
that time, specifically as to where the remains/body parts of Cynthia Fay Verdich 
were last in my control. 

- Additionally, I recollect television reporting of Police divers searching the Brisbane 
River near the Botanical Garden for the remains/body parts of Cynthia Fay Verdich 
(which is consistent with the information provided by me to the investigating police 
referred to above) which was televised prior to my trial.   

I think its important that my recollection of my co-operation (sic) with the investigating 
police (prior to my trial) be recorded by me with you, given the terms of the amendments 
to the legislation. 

Having stated my understanding, please note that I will co-operate (sic) with investigating 
police….However I am only able to repeat information that I have already provided… 

Letter from police to the Applicant dated 15 February 201893 

[45] In a letter dated 15 February 2018, Detective Senior Sergeant C. Knight from the Homicide 
Investigation Unit, acknowledges receipt of the correspondence from the Applicant dated 1 
February 2018, and advises the Applicant: 

The account you’ve outlined indicates that you did provide a level of cooperation 
regarding the location of the deceased’s remains, during the original Police 
investigation.  I further acknowledge that the information you provided to Detectives at 
the Brisbane Correctional Centre on 25.01.18 was consistent with your previous version 
of events, however it is noted that the remains of the victim have not been recovered. 

The Applicant’s letter to police dated 26 February 201894 

[46] In a hand-written letter dated 26 February 2018, addressed to Detective Senior Sergeant C. 
Knight (Homicide Investigation Unit) the Applicant states, unequivocally: 
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 For the record, I am presently unable to provide any better information to you. 

The Applicant’s letter to police dated 30 July 201995 

[47] In a further letter dated 30 July 2019, addressed to the Officer in Charge, Homicide 
Investigation Unit, the Applicant again confirms that he provided all the information he had in 
relation to the location of the victim when arrested and questioned: 

 3. I provided all of the information I had and have in relation to the location of the 
victim when arrested and questioned, and later as required by Police, kindly 
acknowledged by your latter (sic) dated 15 February 2018; 

 4. I cannot provide any further or other information which might assist finding 
anything more of or in relation to the victim’s entire body, most of which has 
been recovered; and having taken Police to the location where the final remains 
of the victim entered the Brisbane River, and given to Police all the details I have 
necessary to enable search for and recovery of the same, if at all possible…   

The Applicant undertakes treatment with Dr. Danielle Perks 

[48] Between 9 August 2018 and 4 September 2018, the Applicant was interviewed by Dr. Danielle 
Perks, PhD, Senior Practitioner (Psychologist), Specialised Clinical Services, Queensland 
Corrective Services for the purpose of a clinical assessment.  The assessment was to inform 
intervention aimed at reducing the Applicant’s level of harm to the community. 96  

[49] In a report titled Clinical Assessment dated 28 September 2018,97 Dr. Perks provides a detailed 
account of how and why the Applicant murdered the deceased.  The purpose of the report 
was to identify Mr de Jackson’s clinical and characterological concerns and determine his 
suitability for ongoing intervention in accordance with the recommendations of Dr Sundin. 

 
The Trial and Admission of Guilt 
In discussion about his trial, Mr de Jackson reiterated his reason for entering a plea of not 
guilty was attributable to the instruction of his defence lawyer, who Mr de Jackson alleges 
advised him against pleading guilty and they would “work out a story later”. Mr de 
Jackson informed the author that he knew he was “good for it” and wanted to plead 
guilty. He expressed feeling confusion around the time of the trial, because he was telling 
significant amount of lies and found it very difficult to keep track of the lies he had told, 
stating “nothing made sense in my head anymore.”98  
 
…Mr de Jackson described how [REDACTED] performed a non-consensual sexual act 
upon him two weeks prior to the murder. He recalled waking with an erection to find that 
[REDACTED] was performing oral sex on him, providing a vivid account of [REDACTED] 
head moving up and down on his penis and his immediate emotional reaction of surprise, 
subsequently followed by violation, disgust, and finally anger. In discussion about his 
reaction to [REDACTED] performing this sexual act, Mr de Jackson disclosed it was the first 
time anyone had performed this act upon him and also the first time someone had made 
him ejaculate. Mr de Jackson described how he pushed [REDACTED] away, immediately 
removed himself from the situation and isolated himself in the bathroom. Mr de Jackson 
recalled his excessive ejaculation and how he began to feel “dirty” and “filthy” about 
what had occurred.  
 
The author raised discrepancy between his current disclosures and earlier self-reports99, 
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specifically his previous report that he and [REDACTED] had engaged in mutual 
masturbation to ejaculation and that he had allowed his former partner to perform oral 
sex on him.100 In response, Mr de Jackson denied ever saying that he had reached the 
point of ejaculation and reiterated that no women prior to [REDACTED] had performed 
oral sex on him or made him ejaculate. When asked why he had told an alternative 
version of events previously, he attributed the variation in disclosure to shame and 
embarrassment.101  

 
 
…On the day of the murder, as a result of the interpersonal conflict with [REDACTED] she 
asked Mr de Jackson to move out of the house. Mr de Jackson informed the author that 
he went to a local coffee shop to “try and make sense of my thoughts”, before returning 
to the house. At present, his proximal cognitive and emotional experience at the coffee 
shop and on his journey back to the house remain unclear; though he maintained that 
he didn’t have intent to kill [REDACTED] but admits he did want to hurt her as she had hurt 
him.  
 
Mr de Jackson explained that upon returning to the house [REDACTED] started screaming 
at him to get out and he recalled her voice seeming more distant than his thoughts, like 
his thoughts were overriding what she was saying. He described having “all of these 
thoughts” and “I just remember thinking this is my moment”, referring to hurting her as she 
has him. When asked about his proximal emotional experience precipitating the murder, 
Mr de Jackson found it difficult to identify a specific emotion but likened his affect to the 
feeling he experienced immediately after lifting an exceptionally heavy weight; he was 
“hyperactive” and felt “adrenaline” throughout his body. Mr de Jackson said that he 
punched [REDACTED] and knocked her out cold; he was very specific that the hammer 
mentioned in the court proceeding was not used in the removal of [REDACTED] head. Mr 
de Jackson recalled feeling “out of control” and standing over her dead body saying, 
“you will never do this to anyone else again.”  
 
Mr de Jackson was able to recall where the serrated knife was located, how he held 
[REDACTED] limp body, and the motion he made when removing her head. He did 
describe how he sat with her body in a state consistent with shock until the sun started to 
rise and then began to panic. 6 

[50] Between 11 September 2018 and 8 August 2019, the Applicant participated in 69 sessions 
(approximately 105 hours) of treatment with Dr. Danielle Perks, PhD, Senior Practitioner 
(Psychologist), Specialised Clinical Services, Queensland Corrective Services.   

[51] Attached to an affidavit under the hand of Roberta Embrey102 are two case notes from Dr 
Perks dated 14 February 2019103 and 24 April 2019.104  According to the affidavit of Roberta 
Embrey these are the only case notes held by Specialised Clinical Services, a business unit of 
Queensland Corrective Services, which relate to details of the offending and specifically to 
the disposal of the deceased’s body: 

   
One realistic scenario he has not considered, which may need to be discussed again is 
that of how he might feel passing, seeing, or entering the botanic gardens again (where 
he discarded parts of the evidence).105  
… 

 
6 This is the sixth version the Applicant gives in relation to the murder of the deceased 
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G was able to direct police to the body but not to the head, which he threw in the river in 
1991…  
… 
G recalled there being 4 bags: two with general waster (sic), the head, and the large 
body bag.  

o Large body was towards the quarry by the tree (found)  
o Two small bags in the bins at the Botanic gardens (found)  
o The head, determined only by its weight, was thrown into the river (never 

found).106  

It is my view from our discussions that G cannot offer any further information to the 
police…  
… Core facts of the offence have never deviated from his original account in 1991.107  

Record of interview between the police and the Applicant on 29 November 2019 

[52] The Applicant participated in a recorded interview with Detective Sergeant Troy Weston on 29 
November 2019 at the Brisbane Correctional Centre. The Applicant describes how he disposed 
of the head of the deceased by throwing the head into the Brisbane river. 

 
GD:  Okay, on the morning, can’t remember the date or the day it was  

… 
GD:  And it was raining I remember it was raining, and I turned round and I seen a car 

light or sort of a vehicle light coming towards me, and I panicked, I raced back to 
my car got in it and drove off, I had every intention of throwing everything there, 
but ah I didn’t so I drive off with the rest of her, with her head and the rest of the 
remains, towel, blood and everything in the car, I drove, I, I, I was in a panic state, 
I remember driving past the Police Headquarters, Roma Street, drove down that 
street, and I dunno how I ended up there, I drove down, I ended up at near the 
Brisbane river  
…  

GD:  So I parked the car, I looked around, there was people there, people walking 
around, then I got up got out I only grabbed two bags at this stage, walked 
towards the, which I been told is the wheelie bins, I threw those 2 bags in the bin 
and I came back to the car, I sat there for, I am saying about five, ten minutes, I 
knew I still had 2 bags left, one containing her head, so I grabbed those 2 bags, 
walked out towards the bin, but I wasn’t going to throw it in the bin cause there’s 
people walking towards me.  
…  

GD:  So, I walked out towards the pier, I looked around making sure no one was 
watching me  
… 

GD:  So, I just threw it in like that108 
…  

Q:  That’s right so I think what the detective is asking you what day did you dispose 
of… 

GD: I think the very next day so say, say the Monday 
Q:  And you believe it was the Monday morning?  
GD:  I am not too sure. 
Q:    It’s just so when you’ve disposed how do you know that bag contained the head? 
GD:  I know because it was heavy, it’s wrapped in towels 
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Q:  So, describe to me how you’ve disposed of. 
GD:  How I threw it in the river? I just came out I looked around, seen there’s no one 

watching me, and then I just threw it like that into the river 
Q:  And 
GD:  I didn’t swing it or  
Q:  Just describe to me in like how it was, how it was 
GD:  Okay, I was at the end of the pier like that I’ve looked around, I just threw it in the 

water like that  
Q:  Okay what was the head in?109  

… 
GD:  In a shopping carry bag, or yeah 
Q:  Where did you get that bag from?  
GD:  In our, in our unit we had a lot of shopping bags and a black bag with it  
Q:  So what’s happened when you’ve thrown it in?  
GD:  What happened to it?  
Q:  Yeah  
GD:  I don’t know, I just thrown it and walked away110  

… 
Q:  So lets (sic) take it back again, you’ve disposed of some items in a wheelie bin 

there, can you just talk me through that again?  
GD:  Yeap, that was her handbag, black handbag 

… 
GD:  There might have been some bloodied sheets or towels with it, they were the first 

two bag I got rid of then I went back her head and was still in the car111 

Record of interview between the police and the Applicant on 10 January 2020 

[53] The Applicant participated in a further recorded interview with Detective Senior Sergeants 
Christopher Knight and Joseph Nixon on 10 January 2020 at Brisbane Correctional Centre, 
where he reiterated how he disposed of the head of the deceased into the Brisbane river.   

 
Q:  So where you put that cross is where you say you dropped the uhm the severed 

head?112  
… 

GD:  And then I I went straight back to the car again. I sat in the car for another I don’t 
know, another 10, 10 minutes or so 
… 

GD:  If I I grabbed the rest of the bag, two bags 
…  

GD:  Uh cause the one that had the uh the head in it 
Q:  Okay, so all up there were four bags?  
GD:  Four bags113 
 
Q:  Two went into those bins 

…  
Q:  Yeah, and the other two, went you went back –  
GD:  Oh oh no I said bags, one was just the bag, handbag  

… 
GD:  And the other was the bag, shopping bag  

… 
GD:  Okay and then I I went back here when there was no more crowds, no more 
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people.  
…  

GD:  I went straight back down to here.  
GD:  To there, and then just.  

…  
GD:  I looked around, to see if anyone was looking at me.  

…  
GD:  I don’t think there was. 

…  
GD:  And I just dropped it in the water.114  

…  
GD:  I would estimate around about uh uh say ten to nine, ten, uh, seven o’clock.  

…  
GD:  AM.  

… 
Q: Can you just describe the four bags in case there is someone that’s of value to us 

there?  
GD:  The ones I threw in the water there was uh bloody towel. 

…  
GD:  Uh, in one bag.  
Q:  So what was the bag made of?115  
 
GD:  Uh the one that had her her head in it had a say a shopping bag like a shopping 

with a handle on it.  
Q:  Plastic one?  
GD:  Plastic one yeah. 

… 
GD:  And the other one was exactly the same again. 

… 
GD:  But it’s like a greyish sort of colour.  

… 
GD:  Shopping bags. 

… 
GD:  The other two bags, the other one I dropped in the bin here.  

… 
GD:  Uh was just a handbag.  

… 
GD:  And the other one may have had a uh uh bloodied stuff in it. 116 

[54] During the record of interview with Detective Senior Sergeants Knight and Nixon on 10 January 
2020, the Applicant: 

(a)  Accepts that he had previously said that he had disposed of the head of the 
deceased by placing the head into a wheelie bin. 

(b) Admits that he had lied for a long time by telling people he had disposed of the head 
of the deceased by placing the head into a wheelie bin. 

(c) Admits to lying to ‘psychs’, for reasons including so he could get out of the interviews 
quickly.   

(d) Explains to the Detectives that what has precipitated his ability to now accurately recall 
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how, and where, he disposed of the deceased head was the recent therapy he had 
undertaken with Dr. Perks. 

 
Q: So what’s changed? Because that version back then from two thou…  – in 2018 

clearly said that the severed head was put in a wheelie bin at your Paddington 
address OR perhaps in the neighbour’s bin. But certainly your residential address 
it makes no mention. 

GD:  Yeah. 
Q: Of going in to that area, so again, my question is, help me understand what’s 

changed?  
GD:  Yeah, well, um look, I I I’ve had therapy uh.  
Q:  Yeah.  
GD:  13 months of it. 
Q:  Mhm.  
GD:  And in that therapy um I’ve actually come out, I’ve owned up to my actions.117  

…  
GD:  I had told her everything that had happened. Um. Where the head was.118 

… 
Q:  Well not really I mean you you certainly uh up to you maybe did initially but from 

1999 on, you certainly admitted uh your culpability in in causing the death, no that 
is clear.  
… 

Q:  And you do acknowledge in and I’m I’m summarising I’ve got details but 
essentially.  

GD:  I think it was 1998 I admitted to it.119  
…  

GD:  Or 97. 
Q:  And from there on you do admit um where um the body was dumped and you 

do admit uh severing the head um but in all of those reports you consistently say 
that the head went into a wheelie bin uh at your residential address or the 
neighbour. 

GD:  Yeah.  
Q:  At Paddington. So you do I guess um admit all that. 
GD:  Yeah that was a lie. 
Q:  Admit all that. 
GD:  That was a lie on my part. 
Q:  Okay. 
GD:  Yeah.  
Q:  For, but that went on for a long time didn’t it?  
GD:  I think so yeah. 
Q:  Okay. 
GD:  Yeah. 
Q:  and that was when you were under treatment or? 
GD:  I was a different person back at that time. 
Q:  Okay. I’m ju – and look I’m just asking cause I need to explain this because um, 

some of the facts I I acknowledge are consistent. But in relation to where her 
severed head was disposed of, that is completely inconsistent.  

GD:  Inconsistent. 
Q:  Okay and that’s only come out since you were interviewed prior to Christmas this 

year, oh, 2019. 
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GD:  Yep, yep.  
Q:  So I’m just trying to understand where the truth starts and where.120 
GD:  Okay. 
Q:  Maybe this. 
GD:  Yeah. 
Q:  The false information was, in relation to the location of the the head. 
GD:  The head yeah. Okay Through my therapist through my therapy um I I sat there 

she said to me, ‘Jeffrey I need to know where you’ve disposed of the head’. 
Q:  Yep.  
GD:  And she said, ‘oh I’m not a Police Officer, I’m just doing my part’. 
Q:  Yep. 
Q:  Mm. 
GD:  And um, and I said, ‘Okay’. I was a bit uncomfortable at first, in the beginning of 

our interviews.  
Q:  I get that, I totally get that I really do.  
GD:  I, I didn’t want to answer her straight away and I said, ‘Can we get on to another 

subject?’ 
Q:  Mhm. 
GD:  And um she always come back to that, ‘where did you put the head’?  
Q:  Mhm.  
GD:  And I admitted, ah and I said, ‘okay, this is what I this is what I’ve done, this is what 

I did.  
Q:  Mhm.  
GD:  On the night, and this is where I’ve I’ve dumped the head.121  

… 
GD:  The previous uh psych.  

…  
GD:  I I just wasn’t um, Look I I, they sat behind a desk.  

…  
GD:  And I’m I’m on this side one of them had a cup of coffee and a sandwich in one 

hand and I’m saying to myself ‘I’m not gonna tell them about my life’.122  
… 

GD:  ‘Why should I’. 
… 

GD:  She’s not even interested, so I made up a lie, to get out of there as quick as I can. 
… 

GD:  I’ve done that a few times.  
… 

GD:  Heaps of times I’ve done that. 
…  

GD:  uh the only truth came out when uh my psych the my recent one.  
…  

GD:  Um, I sat there and I remember I was crying.  
…  

GD:  Because uh she’s found me out.  
…  

GD:  So I uh admitted to it I said, ‘I did this. This is exactly where I’ve dumped her head. 
I threw it in the Brisbane River and I I showed her exactly where I went to.123 
… 

GD:  I said, ‘this is what happened, this is what I did and this is where I dumped her 
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head’. 
… 

GD:  And then it was through this uhm I uh I couldn’t lie to her. Because I found I could 
trust her.124 

The reports of the Commissioner of Police 

[55] The Board has received from the Commissioner of the Queensland Police Service, as it must 
under s193A(6) of the CSA, five (5) separate ‘Prisoner Cooperation Reports’ (‘the reports’) 
dated 22 September 2019, 30 October 2019, 14 April 2020, 30 June 2020 and 4 November 2020.  

[56] The Board has had regard to the contents of the reports.   

[57] In particular, the Board has had regard to the assessment contained in the report dated 4 
November 2020, that the details provided by the Applicant during the interview and ‘walk-
around’ on 3 November 2020, were consistent with the version of events the Applicant first 
provided to the police on 29 November 2019. 

[58] The Board accepts the oral submission made by Senior Counsel for the Applicant during the 
hearing on 3 July 2020, that whilst the Board must have regard to the contents of the reports, 
it is entirely a matter for the Board what weight they attach to the content of the reports.125 

[59] The Board also agrees with the submission by Senior Counsel for the Applicant that it is for the 
Board to determine for itself, whether it is satisfied the prisoner has cooperated satisfactorily in 
the investigation of the offence to identify the victim’s location, not the failure generally to 
cooperate in the police investigation. 126 

[60] The Board further accepts the submission on behalf of the Applicant that the Board is entitled 
to assess the Applicant’s cooperation before or after the prisoner was sentenced. 127   

Submission made by Senior Counsel on behalf of the Applicant on 3 July 2020 

[61] During the initial hearing on 3 July 2020, Senior Counsel for the Applicant emphasised on behalf 
of the Applicant that the Applicant had participated in two recorded interviews with police 
which involved the Applicant marking maps to attempt, as best he could, based on those 
maps, to mark the very specific location of the place where the Applicant contends he 
disposed of the head of the deceased.128  

[62] Further, Senior Counsel for the Applicant submitted the Applicant had absolutely nothing to 
gain by creating a new version when the previous account, of having disposed of the head 
of the deceased in a wheelie bin, would never be successfully disproved.  

[63] In his written submissions, Senior Counsel for the Applicant submitted that there are facts that 
are capable of tending to corroborate the Applicant’s account that he disposed of the head 
of the deceased in the Brisbane River, namely:129   

1) The Applicant admitted travelling into the city on the day of the killing although he 
offered a false reason for why.  He denied going to the area of the Botanical Gardens 
area.  Evidence at his trial established personal items belonging to the deceased were 
located in the immediate vicinity of former Alice Street ferry terminal/Botanic Garden 
gates.  There is no suggestion of the involvement of any third party. 

The irresistible conclusion must be that the Applicant was responsible for depositing 
the deceased’s handbag in a wheelie bin located very close by to that ferry terminal. 
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• At about 12-35pm witness Forge described depositing his garbage in a 
wheelie bin situated at the head of the Edward Street ferry landing.  He found 
the handbag in the second or third of five or six wheelie bins.  He located the 
deceased’s handbag and hung it on a fence railing where it was later seen 
by other witnesses and ultimately was taken to Police by garbage collectors 
clearing those bins.  The handbag contained the deceased’s ID. 

• A watch, described as similar to one owned by the deceased was located by 
Police Officer Wilson just inside the entrance to the Botanical Gardens at the 
bottom of Edward Street, down near the river. 

• A ring positively identified as belonging to the deceased was found on a path 
whilst the witness was entering the Botanic Gardens near the ferry terminal 
stairs. 

2) The Applicant borrowed a car from witness Tripp.  It was in the Applicant’s possession 
until he returned it to Tripp at about 9:30 – 10am.  The car was plainly connected to 
the post offence conduct because of a myriad of circumstantial evidential items.  The 
Applicant’s account of travelling into the City in the car as he now describes is not 
implausible.  The Applicant told Police on 10 January 2020 he could have been at the 
Botanic Gardens/pier at 7-00am to 9 o’clock that morning which is not inconsistent 
with the known facts. 

3) There is commonality in both accounts of using wheelie bins to dispose of items.  Given 
the significant amount of blood lost (about 7 litres) it is very likely that a number of bags 
were filled with blood-soaked materials.  There is also a common theme of using plastic 
bags. 

4) The clear intention must have been to dispose of the head because it was a critical 
piece of evidence.  There can be no doubt he acted in a panicked way.  Disposing 
of the head in a way that was likely to guarantee it would ‘disappear’ made the river 
a better choice than the risk of being discovered in a wheelie bin.  Discovery of the 
handbag, with its accompanying ID, would likely excite further investigation into the 
bin/s at the ferry/gardens entrance. 

[64] It was submitted by Senior Counsel on behalf of the Applicant that based on the finding of 
personal items of the deceased made at the time around the Botanical Gardens, the fact the 
Applicant had a car, the Applicant did discuss disposing of bags in and around the Botanical 
Gardens, the Board would, notwithstanding the background of the Applicant telling lies and 
false denials to the police in the past, be satisfied the Applicant had cooperated satisfactorily 
by revealing what, in fact, he did with the head of the deceased.130 

[65] The Board was also asked by Senior Counsel on behalf of the Applicant to remain cognisant 
of the fact the consequences of its determination will have a significant impact on the prisoner 
who has now served close to 30 years imprisonment.131   
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  Written submissions made by Counsel assisting the Board dated 5 November 2020 

[66] It was submitted by Counsel assisting that in assessing whether or not the Applicant has given 
adequate, convincing and satisfactory cooperation his credibility and reliability must be 
assessed.132  It was pointed out by Counsel assisting that the Applicant has shown a willingness 
to lie on even trivial matters, such as his date and place of birth.133 

[67] It was conceded by Counsel assisting that the current version, that the Applicant threw the 
deceased’s head in the river is plausible when viewed in conjunction with the trial evidence 
and the fact the Applicant has given a consistent version of events with respect to the disposal 
of the deceased’s personal property and thereafter the head in another bag in the water from 
the jetty.134  However, Counsel assisting submitted that version must be looked at against the 
entirety of versions the Applicant has given and his use of lies to remove himself from 
situations.135   

[68] In conclusion, Counsel assisting submits neither version of the disposal of the head of the 
deceased can now be conclusively determined to be truthful.136 

Written submissions made by Senior Counsel on behalf of the Applicant dated 13 November 2020 

[69] Senior Counsel for the Applicant submits the cooperation by the Applicant in the investigation 
of the offence to locate the victim’s location should be seen by the Board to be significant 
because:  it was voluntary; it afforded the Applicant the opportunity to directly confirm the 
location and what happened where, as opposed to merely identifying the location by 
reference to aerial photographs alone; the Applicant consented to a field interview where it 
was open to investigating Police to decide the extent of questioning; the walkthrough/field 
interview confirmed information he provided in his interviews with Police on 29 November 2019 
and 10 January 2020 (and accepted as consistent in the latest Commissioner’s report dated 4 
November 2020); and any perceived uncertainty in his account or minor inconsistency should 
be assessed in the light of the significant passage of time since the offence and, on his 
account, apart from the period of time spent waiting in his car, his time at the location must 
have been fleeting.  Everything about his disposal of the body and crucial items of evidence 
also bespeak a man gripped by panic on the day of the murder.137 

[70] Senior Counsel for the Applicant admitted that statements the Applicant may have made 
suggesting he had disposed of the deceased’s head into a wheelie bin were a lie.138  

[71] Whilst accepting that statements made by the Applicant to medical professionals in the past 
have some bearing on his credit and reliability, it is submitted, on behalf of the Applicant, that 
the Board’s focus must be on the cooperation given in the investigation of the offence to 
identify the victim’s location.  It was further submitted that for present purposes, that 
investigation commenced on 25 January 2018.139 

[72] Senior Counsel for the Applicant submits that the Applicant’s previous statements aside, (all 
having been given before being legally represented) nothing has emerged in the police 
investigation that casts any doubt on the river account the Applicant has given.140 

[73] In conclusion, Senior Counsel for the Applicant submits the Applicant has cooperated by 
consenting to three investigative interviews where the information he has given in each is 
consistent and reliable when compared to known facts and inferences open on those facts.  
It is submitted that the Board would be satisfied the Applicant has cooperated satisfactorily 
(sufficiently, adequately, convincingly) in the investigation to identify the location of the 
deceased’s unrecovered remains.141 
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Discussion 

[74] It is necessary for the Board in considering whether there has been satisfactory cooperation by 
the Applicant in the investigation of the offence to identify the victim’s location, to determine 
whether the information provided by the Applicant regarding the disposal of the head of the 
deceased into the Brisbane River is credible.   

[75] Senior Counsel on behalf of the Applicant accepted that an assessment of the credibility of 
the Applicant is a matter for the Board.142 

[76] In determining his credibility, lies previously told by the Applicant are relevant.143 

[77] In determining the credibility of the Applicant, the Board has had regard to the content of the 
psychiatric and psychological assessments referred to in these reasons, but only in relation to 
the different versions the Applicant has given in relation to the murder of the deceased, the 
motive for the murder, the mechanism of how he committed the murder, the disposal of 
weapons used to commit the murder, the disposal of rags and other items used in an attempt 
to clean the scene of the crime, the disposal of the deceased’s personal effects, the disposal 
of the deceased’s body (excluding the deceased’s head), and the disposal of the head of 
the deceased.  

[78] The opinions expressed by the psychiatrists and psychologists as to the Applicant’s truthfulness 
have not been taken into account by the Board, as the Board is well placed on the material 
before it to form its own view as to the Applicant’s truthfulness, including his credibility and 
reliability.   

[79] Further, the opinions expressed by the psychiatrists and psychologists pre-date the records of 
interview between the Applicant and the police on 25 January 2018, 29 November 2019, 10 
January 2020 and 3 November 2020; the exchange of correspondence between the 
Applicant and the police on 1 February 2018, 15 February 2018, 26 February 2018 and 30 July 
2019; the 69 sessions of treatment the Applicant participated in with Dr Danielle Perks between 
11 September 2018 and 8 August 2019; the Clinical Assessment report of Dr Perks dated 28 
September 2018; and the Service Summary report of Dr Perks dated 13 September 2019. 

[80] The Applicant did not give evidence during the hearings.  That is the Applicant’s right.  The 
Board has not made any adverse finding against the Applicant because he did not give 
evidence. 

[81] The Applicant has consistently, up until his handwritten letter dated 1 February 2018, admitted 
to disposing of the head of the deceased by putting the head into a wheelie bin.   

[82] During the initial hearing on 3 July 2020, Senior Counsel for the Applicant conceded that the 
reference made by the Applicant in his correspondence to police on 1 February 2018 that he 
had previously provided information which led police divers to search the Brisbane River near 
the Botanical Gardens area for the remains/body parts of the deceased, is false.144 

[83] It was also conceded, during the initial hearing on 3 July 2020 by Senior Counsel for the 
Applicant, that the statement made by the Applicant in his correspondence with police dated 
30 July 2019, of ‘having taken Police to the location where the final remains of the victim 
entered the Brisbane River’, is clearly false.145 

[84] The written submissions tendered on behalf of the Applicant at the initial hearing on 3 July 2020 
emphasised some ambiguities as to whether the Applicant did in fact admit that he deposited 
the head of the deceased in a wheelie bin.146   
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[85] Whilst the words used by the Applicant in the past may be ambiguous, there was no ambiguity 
by the Applicant during the record of interview with police on 10 January 2020, when he 
admitted that he had consistently said, in the past, that the head of the deceased went into 
a wheelie bin at his residence or the neighbours.147 

[86] Since 1 February 2018 the Applicant contends he disposed of the head of the deceased by 
throwing the head into the Brisbane River.   

[87] During his interviews with police on 29 November 2019, 10 January 2020 and 3 November 2020 
the Applicant particularised that the victim’s location148 was in the Brisbane River, near the 
pier/jetty, which at the time was known as the Edward Street ferry landing.  

[88] A search of the relevant area of the Brisbane River has failed to find the remains of the victim.149 

[89] The Board accepts there are facts as submitted by Senior Counsel for the Applicant, capable 
of corroborating the Applicant’s contention, that he disposed of the head of the deceased 
by throwing the head into the Brisbane River.   

[90] The Board specifically considered the following facts: 

(a) The account the Applicant provided to police during his interview on 29 November 
2019 is consistent with his interviews with police on 10 January 2020 and 3 November 
2020. 

(b) The aerial photographs at pages 1127 and 1128 are consistent with the ‘walk-around’ 
and interview between the Applicant and the police on 3 November 2020. 

(c) That on the material before the Board, the Board is satisfied the Applicant acted alone 
in disposing of the head of the deceased. 

(d) That on the morning of 20 May 1991, the Applicant was observed by his neighbour to 
throw two plastic bags, a green one and a white one, both about half full, into the boot 
of a car.150 

(e) The Applicant did, on the morning of 20 May 1991, travel by private car to the area 
close by the jetty to dispose of the personal items of the deceased.  Those personal 
items were located that day and subsequently provided to the police.  Those personal 
items were a handbag, a ring and a watch. 

(f) The deceased’s handbag was found in a wheelie bin situated at the head of the 
Edward Street ferry landing.151 

(g) The deceased’s ring was found lying on a paved path near the ferry terminal at the 
bottom of Edward Street. 152 

(h) The deceased’s watch was found on the ground just inside the entrance gate to the 
Botanical Gardens, situated at the end of Edward Street.153  

(i) The location of the personal items of the deceased is consistent with the information 
the Applicant provided to police in his interviews on 29 November 2019, 10 January 
2020 and 3 November 2020. 

(j) The location of the personal items of the deceased is consistent with the information 
the Applicant provided to Dr. Perks.154 
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(k) The opinion of Senior Constable Michael Turner, from the Queensland Police Service 
Diving Unit:  

“…of the search area we were given, if it was the exact location of where the 
head was thrown into the river it would be highly unlikely anything would be 
found considering the time elapsed between the offence date and actual 
search.  This location is tidal and exposed to very strong currents, therefore an 
object would most likely be swept away and silt movement over time would bury 
an object considerably.  A body part such as a head is unusually heavy and is 
very unlikely to float to the surface over time.  During this period the area has 
been subject to major flooding events which increases the amount of tidal 
movement and sediment considerably.155  

[91] Despite the Applicant now reconciling from his previous account that he had disposed of the 
head of the deceased into a wheelie bin, at his residence or the neighbours, the Board 
acknowledges there are facts capable of corroborating the previous account from the 
Applicant.   

[92] The Board specifically considered the following facts: 

(a) That on the material before the Board, the Board is satisfied the Applicant acted alone 
in disposing of the head of the deceased. 

(b) That on the morning of 20 May 1991 the Applicant was observed by his neighbour to 
throw two plastic bags, a green one and a white one, both about half full, into the boot 
of a car.156 

(c) On 20 May 1991 a box of items (car mat, hammer, machete, rags) were located by a 
member of the community at the base of Mt Coot-tha, Cecil Road, Bardon.157   

(d) On 21 May 1991, the Applicant took part in a record of interview with police and 
admitted having driven a Datsun motor car to Rockbourne Street, near Bardon, and 
throwing the bags on the street due to bins at the deceased’s residence being full.158 

(e) On 22 May 1991, Police drove with the Applicant to various locations to trace the route 
of travel the Applicant had explained to police to show areas in Rockbourne Terrace 
where garbage bags had allegedly been disposed of.159  

(f) On 22 May 1991, Police return with the Applicant to Police headquarters where the 
Applicant participates in a further record of interview. Police recount the route of travel 
with the Applicant, putting a number of statements to him including that the Applicant 
took police to 44 Rockbourne Terrace and indicated that this was where he stopped 
his vehicle, before walking to the wheelie bin outside 45 Rockbourne Terrace and 
placing two white ‘Woolies bags’ next to the bin. The Applicant claimed the bags 
contained wood shavings/pieces.  The Applicant confirmed he left a third bag outside 
number 99 and that only 3 bags were disposed of.160 

(g) On 22 May 1991, the Applicant took part in a further record of interview in the vehicle 
examination bay at police headquarters in which the Applicant denied knowledge of 
how blood got into the boot of the vehicle.161  The Applicant also indicated he placed 
bags on the tray/shelf in the boot.162 

(h) Psychologist Janet Piper-Jones attended upon the Applicant between 13 May 1999 
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and 30 July 1999.  In her report dated 11 November 1999, she states the Applicant, “told 
me that he may have put the head in a separate bag and disposed of it in a wheelie 
bin with a number of other bags.”163  

(i) Psychologist Janine McEvoy attended upon the Applicant on 4 April 2005 and in her 
report of the same date stated the Applicant told her, “I remember picking up her 
head by the hair and putting it in a towel, wrapping it up and placing in one of the 
plastic grocery bags I was using for the other blood-soaked towels. I know everybody 
wants to know what I did with her head, but by the time I had cut it off I no longer had 
any use for it, I was no longer angry, I was satisfied and didn’t care where it went. I am 
pretty sure I put it in one of the grocery bags and it got thrown out with the other towels. 
You know when it is garbage day and your bin is full you sneak over to the neighbours 
and put your stuff in theirs? Well that is what I did with the stuff in the grocery bags I put 
them in different bins around the suburb.”164 

(j) Psychiatrist Dr Gary Larder attended upon the Applicant on 4 August 2005.  In his report 
dated 25 August 2002, Dr Larder states, ‘I understand that the deceased’s head was 
never found. It was probably dropped in a wheelie bin by Mr de Jackson, as he told 
me, on his journey to the final dumping place of the body parts.’165 

(k) The opinion of Evangelos Callipolitis, Landfill Manager, Brisbane City Council who has 
provided a sworn statement dated 30 October 2019.  In this statement Mr Callipolitis 
explains why, as Senior Counsel for the Applicant observed during the initial hearing, 
there’s simply no prospect of ever finding the head.166 

“…Detective Knight and I discussed a number of issues surrounding the possibility 
of excavating the Roghan Road site for the purpose of recovering item/s that 
were dumped from household rubbish from Drynan Street, Paddington on or 
about 20 May 1991. 

I don’t believe I would be able to comment on the location of waste from that 
place/date with any confidence.  In 1991 waste was dumped and the site was 
progressively manually surveyed.  It wasn’t until about 2006 that our waste trucks 
were fitted with GPS tracking, which would make the task of locating waste more 
accurate. 

A further circumstance that makes locating specific waste more difficult relates 
to the manner in which the site was managed when the landfill was closed. 

The waste in these landfill produces toxic methane and leachate gases.  To 
manage the toxic gases, vertical wells were drilled into the site at 40 metre 
intervals and pipes were embedded with gravel to disperse and extract the 
gases.  These wells obviously further disturb the waste in the landfill.  The holes 
were drilled to a diameter of 600mm and the soil and waste extracted from the 
drill holes was pulverised and relocated to another location on the site.”167 

[93] It is over twenty-nine (29) years since the Applicant murdered the deceased and disposed of 
her body and head.  It is unlikely that the head of the deceased will ever be found.  

[94] During the initial hearing on 3 July 2020, Senior Counsel for the Applicant appreciated that:  

“the Board is faced with the fact that there are two explanations.  We know that neither 
of them can be proved or disproved, so far as the finding of the body part”.168   
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[95] The Applicant has told numerous lies at different times, in relation to both the murder and the 
victim’s location.   

[96] The explanation posited by the Applicant that it was only due to recent therapy, “the truth 
came out”, Dr. Perks had “found me out” and that “I couldn’t lie to her”, cannot be true as 
the Applicant had already alluded to disposing of the head of the deceased, namely in the 
Brisbane River, approximately six (6) months prior to commencing his therapy with Dr. Perks.   

[97] The Applicant first alluded to disposing of the head of the deceased in the Brisbane River in his 
own handwritten letter, dated 1 February 2018, addressed to the Commissioner of Police.169  

[98] As the deceased’s head was the only body part missing, the Applicant could only be referring 
to the deceased’s head when he wrote: 

‘Additionally, I recollect television reporting of Police divers searching the Brisbane River 
near the Botanical Garden  for the remains/body parts of Cynthia Fay Verdich (which is 
consistent with the information provided by me to the investigating police referred to 
above) which was televised prior to my trial.’ 

[99] In both the Service Summary report and the Clinical Assessment report of Dr. Perks, it is made 
clear the Applicant was referred to Specialised Clinical Services by The Offender Rehabilitation 
Management Services on 26 February 2018.   

[100] The Service Summary report records, ‘the assessment period as 8 August 2018 – 4 September 
2018’,170 whilst the Clinical Assessment report records the first interview between Dr Perks and 
the Applicant as taking place on 9 August 2018.171 

[101] The assertion by Dr Perks in her case notes that the Applicant was able to direct the police to 
the body is not true.  Neither is it true to describe in the notes the ‘core facts of the offence 
have never deviated from his original account in 1991’.   

[102] By the time Dr. Perks came to speak with the Applicant he had given five (5) previous versions 
in relation to the murder of the deceased.  It is accepted by the Board there is, in some versions, 
commonality. However, prior to speaking with Dr Perks, the Applicant had never described 
holding the deceased’s ‘limp body’ prior to decapitation and standing over her dead body 
saying, “you will never do this to anyone else again.” 

[103] This most recent untruth from the Applicant, that it was only through the therapy with Dr. Perks 
that he could tell the truth as to where he disposed of the head of the deceased, is simply the 
latest in a series of lies the Applicant has told since first spoken to by police on 21 May 1991.  

[104] The Board does not consider the information provided by the Applicant in relation to the 
victim’s location to be truthful, credible or reliable.   

Conclusion 

[105] The Board is not satisfied the Applicant has cooperated satisfactorily in the investigation of the 
offence to identify the victim’s location. 
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